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nail IS AFROAMERICAN STUDIES
N RESEARCH IN JEOPARDY?
)1% A Review of Recent Trends In
" Federal Researth Support

by M. Belinda Tucker

In the current academic climate, a significant measure of the viabili-

ty of a discipline is the quality of the research it encompasses. In

turn, the quality of a science, as well as its practitionas. in judged

on the bases of the empiricel work produces) by its scholArs. This

fact is no less tlitt in multidisciOnary fields such as cabal studies.

In general, however, as the cost of doing even small scale researdt

has become substantial, the conduct of research has become con-

tingent upon the ability to generate research funding.

In recent years, scholars of Afro-American Studies have been

concerned that funding for research on Afro-American issues has

become increasingly difficult to obtain, thus threatening both the

fate of the field and the individuab within it. One basis for this

belief is the Reagan Admiistration's decision to emphasize the

"hart dences" (e.g., biological, physical, computer) while de-

emphasizing The social sdetices and the humanities. Reword: in
Afro-American Studies is overwhelmingly cony:mimed in the later

two areas. A second source of this bdief is the perception that

Afro-American Studies, rdative to other areas of ethnic studies.
has become (in the view of funtling saencim) "passe" while the in-

viability of Latinos and Asian-Americans tens led to a

great s' focus on their concerns. In this perspective. even if the size

of the ethnic studies "pie" has remained static, now more groups

are competing for larger shares.
We recendy sought to detesmine whether she perception of

_aninishingcuppoil spa-Ameriain resawch was justified, and
if so, what factors were contrliming to the decline. In Febnary of

1984. we contacted the primary sources of federal research support

kw Afro-American Studies and requested intemtation about the

funding of Afro-American mimed projects spedriady. cued ethnic
nudes support generally, over the past ten years. In landladies., we

'Wonted: swans of projects funded (compared to the total by

discipline type), Ihts of ethnic projects and pdacipal investigators
funded, and total dollar smart of ethnic projects (=sawed to
the total by dischdine type). Letters were seen to the heads and
other relevam staff in the Alcohol, Drat Abuse, and Mental Health

0 Administration (ADAMHA), the National Endowment for the
Arts (14F.A), the Natiood Endowment for the Hunutaities (NEH),

the Nationd Institutes of Ikeith (NI H) and the National Science
Foundmlon (NSF). It should be noted that ADAMHA banks the
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National Insthute on Akohol Abuse and Alcohonsm (NtAAA)
die National Institute on Drug Abuse (N1DA), and the NW:Waal

teatime of Minted Heel* (NIMH). In addition, the massive NIH

itself includes twelve different funding insthutes (e.g., National

Heart, Lung, and Blood Instituft, National Institute on Aging) and

a number of very large funding divisions (e.e.. Division of Research

Resources).
Responses with data were received from ADAMHA, NIH. NSF.

and NEW While the responses differed in completeness and
relevance with ropect to the information desired, we are able to
discern noteworthy patterns in recent support for Afro-American

Studies research.
While we requested information on funding patients over the last

tea years, much of the data received were wit that extensive. Since

di effect of the Reagan administradon's chimes should be most
evident over the last six yaws, this analysiswill be focused primarily

on the. years 1978 thoush 1983. The first section will explore
whether social science and humanitles funding gown* has suf-
fered more relative to "hard" science funang. The second section
amines trends in support for Afro-American related mooch

specifically.

The Fate of the Social Sdeaces and the Hinnadties

Social alma Podia*
Whether a shift has oonored to focus on the "hard" sciences

over the social sciences is evident from a report entitled "Federal

Funds for Research and Development." This document, prepared

by the National Science Foundation, lists federal olthgatkos for
research by all someone's agencies (=chiding the bhitional En-

downer for the Arts and Humankied and by deeded field of
science. Table 1 :its mown in thousands of dollars actually

obligated for bask research over ail agencies by field for the years

1978 through 19U; estimates are given for 1983 and 1984. The table

demonstrates that support for mathematical and computer sciences
kicreased by nearly VA times; the life sciences as a whole, the
physical sciences. and engineering virtually doubled from 1978 to

1984. Durk* the same period psydiology increased by only 25 per-

cent and suppoit for the sodd sciences (0.e., anthrogiology,

economics, political science, sociology. and other related fields) in-

creased by a mere 10 percent. (The report makes a distinction be-

tween psychology and the other social' sciences) Caasiderant the
"double-digit" inflation that characterized the late 1970s, it is clew

that sour WPM support efid we even keep pace with the ever-

rising cut of living. . .

If we focus only on the agencies intist inclined to support Afro-
American Studies research "- the Department of Health and
Human Services (HHS). ADAMHA, and NIH - the pattern ap-
pears to be less detrWeental to the social sciences If one only
measures the inference between aenial support in 197$ and 1984
expectations. However, as table 2 ineficates, a steady increase in

support for the social sciences in the years 1979 through 1981 was
teethed in 1982. In fact, 1982 was a catastrophic year for support it
certain agencies; NIH's 1982 support for social seance was less
than half what it had been in the previous year. decreasing from
needy ten million dollars to less than four million. Furthermore,
even the 1983 and 1984 estimaws show levels that are half the 1980

and 1981 obligated amounts. Over the same period life SeiCISX sup-

port doubled. And while N1H psychology support also doubled
the expected 1984 amounts obligated for the social sciences and
psychology together represented only 1 percent of total NIH obli-

options!

It m*Itt be argued that ADAMHA and HHS are more natural

areas than NIH for social science support. The figures do indicate

that ADAMHA is the most likely source of social science semport.

For both social science and psychology, total atainatians doubled
between 1978 and 1984, with total support for these dischiines
amounting to 40 paean of the total 1984 expected ADAMHA
oblgations. When support for these cfisciphges is viewed as the per-

cent of total °Aoki's, a distinction between feuding of
psychological research and research in the other saki 3CielCSS is

evident. While psychology funding actually increased through
1982. a sharp dedine in social Idence support was evident in 1901.

However, support for work in psychoksy and the mkt social
sciences is expected to decline in 19813 and 1984.

In contrast to ADAMHA. HHS support for psychology dial

social science seans surprisingly krw. mweienting only 4 penvot of

the total research obitations in 1984 (which is slightly less than the

1978 13CfC01116C of support). The percent of support for these
Ascii/tales peaked in 1980, declined in 1981, and is evened to re-
main at the 1981 level thiough 1084. However. conshlesing

Table 1
Federal Obligations for Bask Research. Total All

Fiscal years 1978-1984
(dusisanch- of &liars)

1978 1979 1950

Total
all fields

3.698,604 4,192,655 4,674,156

Psycholosy 84,049 75,069 84,206

Social Sciences 124,347 129,718 147,180

FASO:wing 375,985 434.658 463,228

Env, 451,278 457,284 522,369

Sciences

Life Sciences 1,588,390 1,891,777 2,054,425

Math & Computer 97,737 104.164 116,258

Sciences

Physical Sciences 941,421. 1.030,002 1,220,588

Other 33,397 49.993 63,991

Alleacks

1981 1982 1983'

5,041.295 5,481,605 6.086,013

90,992 99,01-1_

136,951 120,198 125,169

526,018 610,467 665,455

532,833 3=49 560,316

2.223.848 2.526,017 2.796.346

140,360 165.064 195.780

024.940 1,393.844 1,556 ,765

65.353 56,091 87,165

Shame: National Science Faandaiisai, Federal :iimser for Restivrit and Devektpment, s.d.

'Estimates only.

1984'

4615,380

105,190

136,364

786,041

505,396

2.926479
239,993

1,731,484

8793



Table 2
Federal Ohligitions for Basic Research in Psychology and Social Science with Percent of All Fri & Total by Discipline

for ADAMHA, HHS and N1H: Fiscal years 1978-1984
(thousands of dollars)

ADAMHA

Ttmal
all fields

Psychology
,

Social Science

NHS

Total
" * all fields

Psychology

Social Science

NM
Total

all fields

Psychokvy

Social Science

1978

79,917

24,822
(31.1)

7.289
(9.1)

1,274,063

35.272

(2.8)
19,290

(1.5)

1,181,094

10.450

(.9)

1,808
(.2)

1979

94,622

26,122
(27.6)

9,253
(9.8)

1.576.011

40,098
(2.5)

28,347
(1.8)

1,463,70

13,976
(1.0)

3,396
(.2)

1980

104,736

30,035
(28.7)

12,175
41.6)

1,762,668

49.721
(2.8)

34,237
(1.9)

1.642.341

19,686
(1.2)

8,503
(.5)

1981

116,309

34,652
(291)

10,321
(8.9)

1,900,384

58,985
(3.1)

33,187
(1.7)

1,766,788

24.333
(1.4)

9,482
(.5)

1982

117,331

38,151
(32.5)

11,039
(9.4)

2.144,694

57,276
(2-7)

20,908
(1.0)

2,202,650

19,125

(.9)
3.756

(.2)

1983'

137,332

43.455
(31.2)

12,516
(9.1)

2,318,397

64,772
(2.7)

23,300
(1.0)

2,243,944

21,317
(.9)

4,263
(.2)

1984'

154.506

47,575
(30.8)
14,431

(9.3)

2,468,104

69,474
(2.8)

26,674
(1.1)

2,305,133

21,899
(1.0)

4,380
(.2)

Sower: National Science Foundation. redrew, Fonds for Rowdy owl Development, nd
Note: Figures in glarenthenca indicate wean 0t nd'is total" represented by discipline total.
'Estimates only.

relatively small sin of the ADAMHA total budget (compared to
HHS and N1H), the 4 percent support for social *Settee research
through HHS far outstrips ADAMHA support in tering of ward
donors committed. Even from the perspectiveof dollars as opposed
to percanages, NIH support remains exceedingly low.

How did the humanities fart over the same wood? NEH, the
primary source of federal support for work in the humanities, pro-
vided us with information on the total funds obligated yearly from
1977 through 1983. (We did not receive information from NEA
which, although focused on the arts, supports some work that may
fall within the humanities.) R is instructive to amp= the above
"hard" and social science figures with the NEH hauling and how
that total has chamed over the yews of interest.

Tat* 3
Total NEH Dollars Milord by Year

1977 i wan so
1978 148,979,748

1979 185,063,446
1980 142489,466
1981 144466,330
1982 115,818,134

1983 173,314,619

Tat* 3 shows a striking decline in available funds for years 1980
through 1902. While the funtlingin 1913 increased scanewhat, the
ilium Is substiusdaliy below that wane* kir any yaw slaw 1977.

It is worth emphasiziwii that support for the humanities through the
national endowment has never exceeded 185 milEon dollars, while
federal support for basic research in the sciences discussed earlier
was expected to be over 61/2 billion in 1914.

Summery
It seems dear from these data that hauling for rewards in sodal

science and the humaidties has not kept pace with the subsendal
increases apparent in the "hard" sciences. In terms of overall
federal owe% (i.e., Dam agenciek), the total available Italie. is
1984 for psychology and social science is probably hiss in real IM ES
(given inflinion) than the amount available in 1978. Humanities
support through the NEH has suffered a dear and ikananic
decIne. Since ethnic studies wpm is primidly derived within
these fields, it is reasonable to assume that ethnic studies research
has suffered accordinly, It mist be recognized too that, this shift La
focus is the dellisenta programmatic intent of sir_ Ragan Ad-
ministradon- ait ammuneed- component of its- Program
Eamon* Recovery.

Mara In Ake-Awed= Studles Smoot
While a thane hi the level of support for Afro-American Studies

research can be Inferred from the above fipitcs, a dearer deter-
ruination would depend on an otamination of acusid landsdevoted

to such resanch. Unfonimeady, ow wan desa-gathering es
palace suggests that this Informatkas is not arsili obtained. Saw
agencies professed that such matisdai are not malwahsed, while

others provided onk a paced listing of the *imitation we desired.
ADAMHA sag us reports on "Ms*" reward% funded through
the National listkate of Menial Health (N1MH) and Waugh the



Cana for Stu:lies of Isteorky Group Niental Health (a component
of NIMH here fur referred to as the "hencnity Center"). NIH
provik d a report on their "activities related to Black Americus"
and amine fisting of all projects bladed through NIH since
1973 which wrier classified as "Afro-American relined." NEH sew
a list of all funds awarded for "Black related" projects in fiscal
year 1983 and levels of fundina for ethnic nutria researtch since
1977. Therefore, while the kdonnation obtained is in no sense com-
plete, it is postal* to make some determination et trends in Afro-
American research supPbrt for selected federal agencies.

MaMnal Institute of Mental Hawk*
Data supplied by NIMH. as cfisplayal id tables 4 and S. indicate

that the total funds available for minority research generally and
Afro-American research specifiadly have actually increased over
the six-Year period. Once haweva, close inspection reveals
disturbing trends in the pattern of awarding. The year 1979 was
pivotal and signaled a *monde increase in NIMH support of ethnic
research. In 1981, though, a two-year deefine in the number and
amount of awards began. While the Amber of projects funded in
1913, represented a sispdficant imam. it remained less than the

1,79 and 1980 lesels. The 17 ninon dollar level of suppon was
ogdyi.3 percent above the 1980 figure.

Also of significance is die degree of rekiamce to ethnic studies
exhaiKel by funded projects. The NIMH lcports divide relevance
into four groups: mar (major focus on one of the five major
edinic/racial groups), partial (focus on the five major ethnic/
racial groups but pan of a larger study), gowns, (focus on other
U.S. minorities or ininority/msjority relations), subject (out of
major ethnic /racial groups is a substantial part of the study, but

race or ethnicity is not analyzed). Table 4 shows a dramatic decline
by 1983 in the number of funded projects with major relevance to
ethnic minorities.

Table 5 demonstrates that NIMH support for Bkick-related
research has consistently auxeded support for undies of other
major ethnic grows. Dollar amounts directed toward each ethnic
group are availabk only for years 1978 through 1980, while 1982
and 1983 figures refer to the percentage of total rumba of grants
funded (the meaning of the percent figure for 1981- is unchear).

These figures suggest, however, that the proportion of NIMH
ethnic minority fungi* directed toward Afro-Americans (relative

a

Table 4
NIMH Minority Grants: 1978-1983

(funds in thousands of dollars)

Year

197$

1979

1980

1981

1982

1983

_ labia/

47

142

135

109

104

125

No. of Paean Percent
Minority of Major' Total of NIMH
Grams Relevance Funds Funds/Awards

31% 3,200

54% 15,300 16% N1MH funds

53% 16,400 16% NIMH funs

506 14,000 15% NIMH atm&

47% 13,736 15% NUNN awards

33% 17,269 22% NIMH 7ants
p with chigoes

L.O.P:CtS

Sarum Office of Minority Concerns. Nrinnat Institute of metal Health.
'Projects with a major focus on one-of the five major U.S. ethnic/racial
groups.

to other manor ethnic groups) has no declined. [While the percen-
tage of antitheft of grants may not reflect the percent of
amounts awarded due to differbsg numbers of externiel knit or
very small grants some relationatip =featly exists]

This last finding may be surprising to many. dwas the media at-
tention directed toward Hkpanic/Latino am, Asian/Pacific con-
cerns. It may slimly be that the emphasis has not yet resuked in
ehoolles bt the fund* patterns of this particular agency, for the
patterns must still villas to some extent the number and quality of
proposall remived. Examination of the most recent funding pat-
terns, of the NIMH Minority Cesar does indicate a rather dramatic
shift kt Black and Asian fundims. Black research rapport dropped
from 41 pawn in 1982 to 79 percent in 1983 while Asian/Pacific
funding increased from 7 percept to 17 paean during the same
period. Since the Minority Center is charged with the respoitulany
of stimulating minority research (among other tasks), Asians/
Pacific research (an area of relatively little previous activity) may
have been emphasized at that time. This developman, however,

end not change the overall pattern of NIMH funding of ethnic
research.

NIMH Minority Crams by Ethnk/Racial Group
fiscal years 1978-1983
(thousands of dollars)

Ethnic/
Racial Group

Black

Himanic

Asian-American

Native American

Mukiple

Other

1978

1,400
(44%)1

600
(18%)

250
(8%)

4e0
(12%)

250

(8%)
300

(10%)

1979

6,3IW
(41%)'

3,30
(23%)
1.200

(8%)
1,200
(8%)

2,400
(16%)

700
(4%)

Same' Office of Minority Concerns, Natinald Institute of Mental Noah.
'Permit of doh amount awanied for research on each ethnic group.

OAR percent of dollar amount or number of swards is unclear.
Percent of number of awaidi made for rewires on each ethnic group,

1980

8,000
(48%)'

3,5(10

(21%)

900
(591)

1.000
(6%)

3.000
(18%)

400

(2%)

1981

n/a
(44%)3

n/a
(19%)

n/a
(6%)

n/a
(7 %)

n/a
(Tris)

n/a
(2%)

1982

n/a
(50%)'

n/a
98%)

n/a
(9%)
n/a

(6%)

o /a
(14%)

n/a
43%)

1983

n/a
(58%)2

n/a
(14%)

Ws
(7%)

n/a
(5%)

n/a
(13%)

a/ a
( %)
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waded assessments of the proposal review process through mato-
bunion of the "pink sheets" prepared on each shtuission.

Parton also cautioned that her office is small, has few staff, and
fakly small budget and Is therefore limited in the moms that it

can acconsplish. It is encouraging to nose, neartheless, that some-
one is committed to madam positive changes in the pattern of fund-
ing for ethnic-related raearch in ADAMHA. It remains tonic,
however, that the agency that is *heady most actively engaged in
supporting such efforts (i.e., NIMH) appears to be the only one m-

ath* pursuing this goal. (It may be that we are simply unaware of
sin ile. efforts elsewhere in the federal government.)

Other concerted efforts to stimulate research on the concerns of
ethnic minorltla generally and Afro-Americans specific* appear
tip be Withal/. Earlier this year, the Minions! Cancer Institute
(NCI) issued WO Requests for Applications (RFAs)r addressing the
prevention and pasadon of tobacco me on the U.S. Black and
Hispanic po9ukstitteeitespatively. The National Heart, Lung, and-
Blood institute INHLRI) sponsors a props% for falleidl on the
cause, prevention, and manna* of sickle cell disease, which
anointed al, approximately 17 mMion dams of support in fiscal
year 1913. la addition, although the NSF phased out a number of
its unthoority-foassed" programs in 1912, it currently supports two
*gram aimed at Inmost% minority participation in research:
the Research Initiation at Minority lasiktdions program (ditected
primarily at historically Black calicoes) and the Minority Research
Initiation Program. The NSF programs are geared toward increas-
ing the number of ethnic minority researchers rather than ethnic
research per se.

Solutions?

Given this discouraging state of affairs, what steps &tight be
taken to address these deficiencies in support for Afro-American
research? We might consider the actions taken by psychologists in

the form of the Association for the Advancement of Psychology.
The atomization's lobbying efforts have been intense. The March
1911 issue of their newsletter, Advmace, which was mailer: to every
member of the Americo] Psychological Association. outlined the
mated impact of the Intend a' Ragan budget cuts on areas of
cancan to psYcholottists. Readers were told how they could let

ldMihiifiltriowWr Id11 about the matter te.g.,
an article entitled "Tips on Writing Members of Congress"). From
the figures presented in this article, It is dear that psychology was

n ot &Meted nearly as negatively as other social science disdplines.
Could dill; be because of psychology's aggressive defense of
psychological research as a prim*?

As a rule, scholars of ethnic etudes have not mademoaned ef-
forts to counter these drastic duns in funding priorities or to in-

fluence funding policies generally. It can be argued that new
n onfederal sources of research Nang ate needed, somas that
winwnet1rt&bm of meeting Osverninent
priaides. ft ranahts the responsibility of the federal government.
however, to sponsor research that addresses the conditions of all of
Ks citizen,. A substantial portion of the Mons of dollars appro-
priated to support research should rightfully be foamed on Afro-
AsnetIcan =cents.

Specific knowledge of the state of Afro-Amaican funding is a
beginning. While this general assessment provides global indicators
of actual fundh* patterns, Is does not approach the areas of pro-
pond solicitation, proposed submissio& the peer review rocas, or
priorkization of approved projects within imencies. What propor-
tion of submitted Afro-American proposals are improved? What
proportion are funded? Is the peer review process adequately

equipped to handle ethnic-related research proposals? rase rpm-

dons represent critical &Mena of the fading process. They must
be asked more frequently of MOM agencies.

A basic ptanise for the present discussion is the belief that the
fate of Afro-American Studies as a Reid is very much a function of
research fa'!,. Empirical viability may determine a department's
or program's success within the hint Institution ( articukuly In
large research universities). its ability to attract superior scholars
and students, and the degree of seriousness accorded it by the com-
munity at large. Initividttal scholars ho fail to conduct high qual-
ity research are deprived of the Amortunity to do so as they are
eliminated from the academic institutions that are best able to sup-
port research activities. The data presented here indicate that the
field is in the midst of "troubled times." In the interests of the
future of Afro-Ameaican Studies we cannot ignore such silts.
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